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The bigger the data, the bigger the value. Serve your customer demand 

in less time for less cost. With no Ph.D in quantum or code changes. 

needed. 

TerraNexum specializes in accelerating image processing and analytics workflows to help companies 

serve their customer demand in less time and with less cost. We mostly work with companies within 

sustainability and resilience since we have the best idea of where the bottlenecks are in those processes, 

but broader applications are highly likely to be found.  

Our company recently took position #8 on Best Startup’s list of the top 78 Colorado companies and 

startups in sustainability: https://lnkd.in/eQw26AKx. The honor was likely due to our innovation in serving 

this space. Just as Docker containers have found great value worldwide, our QMs package all the 

hardware and software needed to bring quantum advantage to our customers, with significant time and 

cost savings being the result. 

We help customers find single instances or containers that are bottlenecks in their workflows, which most 

likely they are already aware of. Those points are where our QMs can be inserted to replace those steps.  

Speeds to Expect 

Every workflow is a bit different, and data throughput, the number of processing steps, and how much 

each step can be accelerated will thus vary from workflow to workflow. Also, there may be other steps 

from third parties that intersect with your workflow that are out of reach. For these reasons, we prefer to 

speak of helping customers achieve near real-time instead of real-time results. However, it’s very likely to 

see a 100x speedup in most cases for a single processing step. We’re honoring that as the minimum we 

can help you achieve, and if we can’t help you see that quickly enough, we will deliver you a refund. In a 

workflow with several bottlenecks, speed increases of 3 to 7 orders of magnitude are possible. 

Cost Savings to Expect 

If your company already uses cloud computing, it is quite possible you have large enough data needs 

where our QMs can deliver significant speed increases along with cost savings. We’re planning to lease 

one QM for the same cost as 1 to 2 high-end servers on AWS used for image processing. One or two 

machines most likely can’t deliver a 100x speedup in your workflow though. The savings can scale even 

more quickly: if you require 10 machines or more for a single processing step, running your data through 

one QM will deliver faster results for 10x less cost. We cover our costs by charging for the gigabyte-

seconds you use. 

Our Market Roadmap 

Our first QM of 2023 will be for accelerating orthorectification, a very slow step in all Earth observation 

workflows where positional accuracy matters. Soon after we’ll follow up with image matching and 

classification, and after that we will target customer requests where the most value can be delivered. 

Reaching Out 

You can follow our progress on LinkedIn at https://linkedin.com/company/terranexum. When you are 

ready to connect, please use the contact information below, or find time on our calendar at 

https://calendly.com/terranexum.  
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